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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a differential surface representation for spatiotemporal tracking of myocardial deformation of the left ventricle (LV) from tagged MRI
scans. The 4D tracking problem is formulated as a linear optimization function that
minimizes the changes in local differential characteristics and differences between
projected and tracked in-plane displacements. Compared to existing arts that fit
displacements to model in separate components, the proposed method resolves the
apparent motion by global and local mesh deformation considerations. The method has
successfully been applied to reconstruct the motion for the LV for a set of tagged MRI
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scans to produce a 0.2 local linear shortening, 10.3° twist, 25% radial compression and
16% longitudinal compression.

Key Words: Differential Surface Representation, spatio-temporal tracking, free form
deformation, myocardial deformation, mesh, Motion Reconstruction, tagged MRI (tMRI)

1. Introduction
A percutaneous intra-cardiac intervention allows for the diagnosis of ischemic regions in
the heart and the therapeutic treatment to restore myocardial function through stem cell
injection in the same surgical setting. Despite its potential, the procedure remains
complex and interventional cardiologists require intensive training to navigate the
catheter in the heart lumen and precisely administer the injection. The development of a
VR simulator will fulfill surgical training needs and improve the efficacy of the
procedure. Our recent interest includes the design and development of VR simulator for
intra-cardiac simulation [28], the modeling of the catheter-heart interaction [29], the
progressive reconstruction for electromechanical mapping [30], and heart motion
extraction from tagged MRI (tMRI) data [31]. A dynamic heart model is critical to
simulate the realistic interaction between the catheter and heart wall in a VR simulator for
intra-cardiac intervention. The modeling of whole heart [1] comprises of construction of
heart geometry, inclusion of special conduction network and anisotropic myofibers and
electrophysiological considerations. Traditional modeling simulates the heart wall
contraction from electrocardiogram using electromechanical models at multi-scale level
[2][3][4] that incorporate Purkinje network and myofiber structure. However, these
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complex models require validation and are not easily customized. Alternatively, patient
specific motion data can be extracted directly from non-invasive imaging techniques like
cardiac tMRI for reconstructing dynamic heart model. The spatio-temporal tracking of
myocardial deformation from tMRI can provide LV functional measures such as strain
and torsion.
tMRI applies temporary non-invasive tagging pattern to the myocardium at end diastole.
The tagging pattern comes from a periodic planar RF variation that is orthogonal to the
imaging plane. Tag planes are formed by points having phase of  in the volume. As the
heart contracts, the tag plane deforms with the motion of myocardium and the tag pattern
is captured in an imaging slice for a time series. The imaging plane is fixed for the
capture but the motion of myocardium may not be parallel to the imaging plane. Hence,
planar motion tracking on a slice captures only apparent motion and not through plane
motion.
Generally, the spatial-temporal tracking of myocardial deformation recovers the 3D
motion of the heart by integrating different sets of apparent motion into 4D domain.
Spatial refers to 3D space and temporal refers to frames in the cardiac cycle. The
reconstructed dynamic heart model provides useful myocardial functional measurements.
The framework includes setting up of an appropriate model, tracking of component
motions and modeling of 4D myocardial deformation. The models described in existing
arts are of a varied representation including volume, surface, surface-bounded volume or
point set having spatial or temporal continuity. Volumetric model requires transmural
input while continuous model may not be able to describe motion fully. The input data to
such algorithms may be dense or sparse for example tag points on tag lines, extracted tag
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lines, intersection of tag lines and contours. One important consideration of the
algorithms is the conversion of the apparent 2D motion to 3D motion through constraints,
integration or component additions. The results are typically evaluated by motion profile
on in-vivo MRI dataset and their error performance on simulated images with kinematics
model like Arts et al. [5], Waks et al. [6] and Waldmann et al. [7].
In early work by O’Dell et al. [8], a truncated power series is used to fit the displacement
data from three orthogonal sets of tagged 1D MRI. The method represents 3D
deformation in a small number of parameters but may not be sufficient to represent local
deformations. Using a physics-based approach, Park et al. [9] model the LV deformation
with Lagrangian dynamics and finite element method (FEM). Each volumetric prism is
deformed with 3D nodal displacements from tag points and LV boundaries. The LV is
further described by a deformable model with parametric functions that captures global
deformations like twisting and radial and longitudinal contraction intuitively for clinical
evaluation. Haber et al. [10] extend the work of Park et al. to the right ventricle (RV).
However, volumetric finite elements are vulnerable to degeneration and may require
tedious remeshing for optimal representation. Using similar Lagrangian dynamics, Wang
et al. [11] propose a meshless model where global deformation is computed by
integrating each particle, grouped in phyxel with kernel function, over the myocardium.
Local tag displacements and moving least squares mesh strains are defined as external
and internal forces in the Lagrange equation. The method requires large iterations and
assumes isotropic characteristics.
From the perspective of geometry, the 3D myocardium deformation relates to a 4D fitting
problem of B-Spline and Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) models. Luo et al.
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[12] improvise the work of Park et al. by representing the deformable model in terms of
4D B-Spline. The backward displacements are modeled with a B-Spline solid where each
component displacement is fitted independently with a fast hierarchical algorithm.
Motion parameters are estimated with 3D B-Splines in time sequence by minimizing the
sum of difference between estimated and true motion. Ozturk et al. [13] model backward
displacements with 2D Splines by performing a first fitting of in-plane displacements
from tagged points and a second fitting of out-of-plane interpolated displacements from
orthogonal slices. The forward spatial-temporal displacements are then modeled by a 4D
B-Spline tensor. Similarly, Huang et al. [14] models the myocardial deformation with a
4D B-Spline, fitting each knot plane to each tagged plane by minimizing the Chamfer
distance potential. The planes are combined to give a B-Spline solid for each time instant
and the solids are combined to give the 4D B-Spline. The B-Splines provide a continuous
representation but the grid-like control is not optimally distributed for an enclosure with
relatively large lumen. To match the shape of the LV better, Li et al. [15] defines the BSpline deformation model in prolate spheroid coordinates. Tustison et al. [16] extend the
B-Spline to model biventricular deformations with a cylindrical parameterized Cartesian
NURBS but the set of control nodes is sparse.
Rather than translating the apparent 2D motion to independent constraints in 3D
deformation, Kerwin et al. [17] tracks the true motion of the intersections between
orthogonal set of tag planes within the segmented myocardium. The deformation of each
tag plane is modeled with a thin plate Spline and the intersections are determined by an
alternating projection algorithm. This algorithm however requires much iteration for
convergence. Pan et al. [18] propose a 3D HARmonic Phase imaging (HARP) analysis on
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2D tagged SA and 1D tagged LA MRI scans. A half elliptical spheroid is initialized with
3D phase values and deformed with in-plane motion. The deformation is subsequently
corrected through iterations with 2D motion tracking to satisfy the invariant phase
property. The mesh however comprises only 72 quad elements and the convergence of the
iterations needs to be further accessed. Instead of working on an algorithm to overcome
the limitation of through-plane motion, Sampath et al. [19] present a modified imaging
technique SF-CSPAMM (Slice Following Complementary SPAtial Modulation of
Magnetization) technique that images a thick slice to cover the through-plane motion of
the thin tagged slice. The true motion is derived directly by tracking the material points
on intersections between orthogonal SA and LA slices. However this method is not
available on commercial MRI scanners.
Our proposal models the myocardial deformation with a differential surface
representation, which is more suited for the assessing wall surface contractile properties
for intra-cardiac intervention. Rather than working on separate component displacement
constraints in B-Splines or NURBS, we integrate the apparent motion into an
optimization function that minimizes the local differential characteristics and the
differences between the projected and tracked in-plane displacements. This optimization
is reduced to a sparse linear system that can be easily solved with a linear algebraic
package. The discrete nature of the mesh has a lower complexity and a higher flexibility
to representing deformation compared to continuous models or FEM models. Although
our method have neither direct representation of clinical intuitive parameters nor strain
analysis, the clinical parameters can be analyzed at a post-processing stage. The paper
focuses on the reconstruction of the LV to generate a patient specific dynamic heart
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model for simulation of intra-cardiac intervention. However, the method is applicable to
the RV.

2. Spatio-Temporal Tracking of Myocardial Deformation with Differential Surface
Representation
2.1 Overview
The overview of the proposed 3D motion reconstruction from patient specific tMRI is
described herein. From the cardiac tMRI DICOM files provided by a MRI scanner, the
images are cropped and scaled for motion tracking. Some material points lining the
ventricular lumen are marked on the initial frame of slices in SA and LA planes. The
material markers are tracked with the HARP method throughout the cardiac cycle. HARP
is a dense motion tracking algorithm based on the invariant phase and these markers
represent only a small subset of the tracking results. The 3D positions of the markers are
found using respective slice orientation and origin. Cardiac landmarks of aortic valve,
mitral valve and apex are identified in the tMRI scans for mesh alignment. A prolate
spheroid mesh is first fitted to the initial frame and is subsequently deformed with the
planar tracked material points to reconstruct the 3D motion. The reconstructed motion is
further integrated into the heart model.
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Fig. 1: Spatio-temporal tracking of myocardial deformation

2.2 Initial Fitting
Referring to Fig. 1, the initial geometry of the LV is first achieved by deforming a generic
mesh to fit a set of material points at time 1. The generic mesh is globally transformed
through rotation, scaling and translation with the cardiac landmarks. A prolate spheroid
model is used in our work to approximate the shape of LV where the spheroid coordinates are translated to align the co-ordinate origin to 2/3 the distance from the apex to
base. Then, the set of material points is paired to the mesh vertices using the smallest
Euclidean distance criterion. The mesh is locally subdivided at the paired vertex for a
better fit. The area of subdivision is defined in the neighborhood of the paired vertex and
the mesh is re-triangulated to remove cracks caused by a difference in subdivision depth.
A simple adaptive subdivision [20] of depth 1 may be used. Alternatively, an incremental
adaptive loop subdivision [21] scheme of equal or higher depth may be employed where
the area of subdivision is extended into immediate triangles to allow a gradual change in
subdivision depth. Fig. 2 shows the new vertices and edges generated for the edgecentered simple adaptive subdivision and triangle-centered incremental adaptive
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subdivision scheme. The co-tangent weights [22] of the mesh are computed for a
subsequent Laplacian optimization [23].

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2: (a) Simple adaptive subdivision centered on edge (blue);
(b) Incremental adaptive subdivision centered on triangle (blue);
New vertices and edges are generated (red).

Let pi (t ) be the i-th vertex in a set of mesh vertices P at time t and s j (t ) be the j-th
material point in a dataset S from the planar tracked motion at time t ; pidx ( j ) (t )
corresponds to the mesh vertex that is paired with the j-th material point; The Laplacian
vector at vertex p i is defined as L( pi ) 

   p  p  where 

kN ( i )

ik

i

k

refers to the co-tangent

ik

weight corresponding to the edge eik , formed by vertex p i and another vertex p k in its
neighborhood; Co-tangent weight is described by ik 

1

2

cot  ik

 cot  ik  where  ik and

 ik are opposite angles of e ik . Ti is the local transformation matrix at vertex p i and can

be decomposed into a scaling matrix S i and a rotation matrix Ri such that Ti  Si Ri .We
write the Laplacian optimization problem as:
F1 (P, t ) 



pi P

L( pi (t ))  Ti (t ) L( pi (t  1))

   pidx ( j ) (t )  s j (t )

2

2

(1)

s j S

where  weighs between the smoothing and fidelity terms. The smoothing term ensures
that the initial fitting preserves the local Laplacian characteristics of the surface for
describing the mean surface curvature, while the fidelity term constraints the deformation
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for the input set of material points to match the set of paired vertices. The custom mesh at
t  1 is a solution to the minimization of F (P, t ) . By setting Ti  I (identity matrix), we

first derive a naïve solution of P at time t . The rotation matrix can be computed from the
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix between edges from the naïve solution at time t ,
and edges of the mesh at time t  1 [24]. Having found the rotation matrix, the scaling
matrix can be derived by minimizing the absolute difference between edges from the
naïve solution at time t , and the locally transformed edges of the mesh at time t  1.
Fixing the transformation matrix, we solve the minimization of (1) with linear least
squares for the initial geometry of the LV.

2.3 Motion Reconstruction
After the initial geometry, the mesh is deformed for spatio-temporal tracking of material
points. The correlation between the material point and mesh vertex is maintained as the
material points from myocardial tissue are tracked from the initial to the end frame of a
cardiac cycle with the HARP method. An edge swapping process [20] is first performed
with a mean curvature criterion to improve the mesh geometry from the previous
deformation. Let eij be an edge formed by the i-th vertex and the j-th vertex that is
adjacent to two triangles Tijk and Thij in Fig. 3. If the swapping configuration satisfy a
criterion, eij will be swapped with new edge ehk by disconnecting the i-th and j-th
vertices and connecting the h-th and k-th vertices. The criterion is described by a smaller
local curvature near ehk than eij and that ehk is locally Delaunay. The local curvatures are
computed by the sum of inverse cosine angle between the normals of the triangles in the
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neighborhood of the edge and its swapped configuration. An edge eij is locally Delaunay
if its cotangent weight is non-negative. The edge swapping process is applied to every
edge of the mesh for several iterations. Alternatively, a minimum area criterion may be
used for edge swapping. The cotangent weights are updated for the new positions from
the previous deformation and new connectivity of the vertices from the edge swapping.

Fig. 3: Edge swapping configurations

As the planar tracking provides only

the apparent motion of the material points, we have to modify the fidelity term in (1).
Here, we present a new deformation optimization function that integrates the apparent
motion from orthogonal planes with differential surface characteristics. Let S 1 , S 2 and S 3
be exclusive subsets of dataset S from different imaging planes in SA and LA slices
where n̂1 , û 2 and û 3 are respective imaging plane unit normal and tagging plane unit
normals. In our work, we have three orthogonal sets of images, a 2D tagging grid on the
SA slices and 1D tagging lines on both the horizontal LA and vertical LA slices. The
deformation of the mesh at time t is estimated by minimizing the following optimization
function:
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F2 (P, t )  1
 2
 3
 4



piP ( t )

12

L( pi (t ))  T (t ) L( pi (t  1))

2



(nˆ1nˆ1  I )( pidx ( j ) (t )  s j (t ))



uˆ2uˆ2 ( pidx ( j ) (t )  s j (t ))

s j S1 ( t )

s j S 2 ( t )



s j S 3 ( t )

T

2

(2)
T

T
uˆ3uˆ3 ( pidx ( j ) (t )  s j (t ))

2

2

where 1 , 2 ,  3 and 4 are weights to balance the smoothing and fidelity terms. The first
term preserves the local surface curvature by minimizing the square sum of Laplacian
from the deformation at time t  1. The remaining terms integrate the motion data by
minimizing the sum of differences between apparently displaced material points and the
projections of their paired mesh vertices for various imaging planes. The second term is
used to fit motion data from an image plane with a 2D tagging grid. A mesh vertex pidx ( j )
that is paired to a material point s j , is projected onto the image plane to give
 ( j )  ( I  nˆ1nˆ1T )( pidx ( j )  s j )  s j . Both the third and fourth terms are used for fitting
pidx

motion data from image planes with 1D tags. A paired mesh vertex p j is projected to the
tagging plane normal to give pidx
 ( j )  uˆ2uˆ2T ( pidx ( j )  s j )  s j . In our work, we use the SA
plane data for plane projection and the LA planes for line projections. This formulation
can be applied to combine motion data from imaging planes that are not orthogonal to
each other. By using projection data in a global optimization, we eliminate the need to
model separately for displacements in each component. The solution to (2) generates a
custom mesh approximating the surface deformation of the LV at each time t . We set
1  1 , 2  0.0317 and 3  4  0.0156 heuristically. The weight  2 should be larger than

weights  3 and  4 , since the second term represents two displacement components while
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the third and fourth terms represent only one component. A larger 1 will provide a
solution of a closer fit to the initial geometry of the LV while larger  2 ,  3 and  4 allows
for larger deformation of the reconstructed LV. Visible distortion might result if the latter
weights are large.

2.4 Integration
The simulator for intra-cardiac intervention comprises of a high resolution tetrahedron
heart model and a catheter model to describe the interaction between catheter and heart
surface. The catheter is modeled as an array of (N+1) nodes qi 0N joined by rigid
segments. The catheter insertion at the aortic orifice lies between the I-th and (I+1)-th
catheter nodes while the catheter tip is represented by the N-th catheter node. The
tetrahedron heart model is deformed according to the reconstructed motion of the LV via
free form deformation (FFD) to generate a patient specific dynamic heart model for the
simulator. Let h( x, y, z, t ) represent a point in the Cartesian space of the heart model H
and h(u, v, w, t ) is in normalized local co-ordinates. We estimate the deformation of the
~

heart model h (u, v, w, t ) through a trivariate tensor product Bernstein polynomial function:
l
m n
~
h (u, v, w, t )   Pijk (t ) Bin (u) B mj (v) Bkl (w)

(3)

k 0 j 0 i 0

where Bin (u) , B mj (v) and Bkl (w) are the Bernstein polynomials. The control points Pijk (t )
for the deformation at time t can be found by minimizing the following function:
F ( H, t ) 



pl P ( t )
l

~
hidx (l ) (t )  pl (t )

2

(4)
m

n

   Pijk (t )  Pijk (1)

2

k 0 j 0 i 0
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where the first term is the sum difference between each l-th vertex p l in the reconstructed
LV mesh P and its corresponding paired vertex hidx (l ) in the heart model, and the second
term is a regularization to maintain uniform distribution of control points Pijk . For more
realistic heart contraction, the motion of the other heart chambers for example the RV
should be considered concurrently.
The dynamic heart model is re-encoded as a boundary enhanced cubic voxel
representation to facilitate fast collision detection and response. The voxelization of the
heart model describes a voxel type (heart, non-heart, heart-surface or non-heart surface), a
normalized distance from the nearest heart surface, and an associated surface triangle
index. Collision detection between the catheter and heart surface can be determined by
retrieving the voxel information of the catheter nodes. If a catheter node is near to the
heart surface, the moving average of the surface normal is computed from neighborhood
of the indexed surface triangle and the distance of the node from surface is re-computed.
A contact is detected if any catheter nodes belong to heart voxel type or if any node has
zero or negative distance from the nearest heart surface.
Compared to a static heart model, a dynamic heart model introduces new challenges to
simulate the interaction between catheter and heart surface [25]. We first simplify the
dynamic interaction into quasi-static phases of interaction where either motion of the
heart wall or the catheter is considered separately. The time interleaving of catheter and
heart motion phases allows for realistic moving bodies simulation. In the catheter motion
phase, the interaction remains the same as in the static heart model. In the heart motion
phase, the initial contact type and position between the moving heart surface and the
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stationary catheter is computed. From the discrete spatio-temporal voxel representation,
the catheter nodes near to the heart surface are identified. If the nearest node belongs to
the catheter tip region, then a stable contact is first formed. The surface triangles in the
vicinity of the catheter tip are bi-linearly interpolated in the temporal domain according to
the distance from surface. A search is executed in the interpolated surfaces to locate the
triangle nearest the tip and the associated moving average distance is computed. Surface
interpolation and nearest distance computation are repeated with the updated distance
until the initial contact position is found.
On stable contact, the deformation of the catheter between the contact and the insertion is
modeled by a two-step memory recursive shape deformation. An initial shape
deformation is described by sum of weighted force displacements:
qi0 (t )  qi (t  1)  wa,i f I ,i (t )  wb,i f N ,i (t )

(5)

where f I ,i (t ) is force displacement attributed to the shift in aortic orifice, f N ,i (t ) is the
force displacement at catheter tip due to heart wall contraction. The weight distributions
of the force displacements along the catheter length are given by wa ,i   NNIi  and
3

wb,i  1   NNIi  . The final deformation is computed by minimizing the strains E on the
3

catheter:
N

N 1

N 1

N 1

iI

iI

iI

iI

E     i  i / 2  li  (1   )  i  li /  li

(6)

where i and  i refer to the catheter curvatures, l i and  i refer to the catheter segment
length before and after deformation, and  balances between the lateral and axial strains.
In subsequent heart or catheter motion, the stability of the contact is assessed using
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catheter strain and catheter-tissue angles. High strain and low angles result in an unstable
contact, where the catheter deformation is simulated similar to catheter interaction with
the static heart model.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Linear Local Shortening
The 3D motion of the LV is reconstructed from tMRI by solving the proposed
deformation optimization function and we present the results for LV strain and torsion.
Rather than the Lagrangian strain tensor derived from a volumetric model [10] or the
circumferential strain from a latitude segment length change [18], the mechanical
function of the LV and its local wall motion can be assessed by means of linear local
shortening (LLS) [26]. LLS provides the diagnosis of the myocardial surface contractile
function. The range of LLS when comparing end diastole and systole states and their
indication of myocardial functionality is listed in Table 1.
Table 1: LLS range and contractile description
LLS Range

Contractile Description

LLS12%

normal

8%<LLS<12%:

mild impairment

4%<LLS<8%:

moderate impairment

0<LLS<4%:

severe impairment (hypokinesis or akinesis)

LLS0%

paradoxical increase (dyskinesis)
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Denoting p i as the i-th vertex of the reconstructed LV mesh and dij  pi  p j as the
Euclidean distance between the i-th and j-th vertices, we define the LLS of p i at time t
with respect to the initial frame at end diastole t ED by:
lls ( pi , t ) 



jN ( i )

ij

(1  d ij (t ) d ij (t ED ))

(7)

where N (i ) is the neighborhood of the i-th vertex and  ij is the radial basis weight
defined as  ij  e  k ( d

ij  c )

2

. We set c  8 , k  0.1 when dij  c and k  0.05 when dij  c

heuristically. c affects the radial distance of influence while k controls the slope of the
weight. In all results presented thereon, we use an initial frame captured after end diastole
at t  3 because the quality of preceding frames is poor. Fig. 4 shows the LLS profile of
the reconstructed LV mesh with respect to time in frame and distance from apex. The
data at x distance from apex refers to the averaging of the vertex data from a slice located
at a normalized distance [ x  0.1, x] from the apex. LLS increases rapidly from frame 3
near end diastole. It peaks during systole at frames 10-12 before decreasing quickly to
zero at frame 17. Across the distance from apex to base, the LLS is higher near apical
slices with a maximum of 0.2 at a normalized distance of 0.3 and then it gently decreases
towards the base. The range of LLS and its general decrease along apex-base axis is
consistent with the circumferential strain reported in [18]. Fig. 5 shows the LLS
distribution on the reconstructed LV in time series and different views. The maximum
LLS is observed from frame 9 to frame 12 near the apex region.
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Linear Local Shortening Profile
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Fig. 4: LV linear local shortening profile.

Fig. 5: Composite map of LLS on LV model with anterior, lateral,
posterior, septal views for frames 3-18.

3.2 Axial Twist
The torsion of the LV is measured by the axial twist. Defining twist to be evaluated on
the apex-to-base axis, we project each mesh vertex p i to the apex-to-base axis at pi . The
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twist angle is computed as the rotation angle of vector pi pi from t to t ED with respect to
the axis less the global axial rotation of the LV. A positive twist indicates a counter
clockwise rotation directed from apex to base while a negative twist indicates clockwise
rotation. The twist angles are further compensated by the alignment of the base-apex axis
at end diastole. The first 1% of vertices on the apex-to-base axis is excluded due to large
angle errors generated at apex. Fig. 6 shows the axial twist profile varying with time and
slice. The profile shows that the slices near the apex (0.1-0.4) undergo counter clockwise
rotation while the slices near the base (0.6-1.0) undergo clockwise rotation. This antirotation along the base-apex axis produces the axial twist with its center migrating from
0.57 towards the apex as ti me increases. From the timeline, the angle near the apex
increases as the apical slices rotate counter clockwise up to a maximum at frame 10
during systole, then decreases as the apical slices rotate clockwise. On the other hand, the
basal slices rotate clockwise to twist the LV during pre-systole and they rotate counterclockwise to untwist the LV during post-systole. The frame series results are consistent
with prior arts [9][12] while the surface plot is similar with meshless model described in
[11]. The total twist angle deviation from base to apex is 10.3º and is smaller than 14º
reported in [9] and between 10.3º outer wall and 20º inner wall figures in [12].
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Fig. 6: LV axial twist profile.

(c) Frame series

3.3 Radial and Longitudinal Compression
To determine the global shape deformation, the radial and longitudinal compressions are
measured. Fig. 7a shows the average radius profile for different slices and time. From the
apex to the base, the radius increases gradually, peaks at distance 0.7, and then decreases.
The average apical radius has a larger offset due to the exclusion of some apex vertices
while the confidence of the basal radius is affected by the open LV mesh model. Denoting
r (t ) as average radius of a slice with distance from the apex, we define the radial strain

by:
 r (t )  r (t ) r (t ED )  1

(8)

From Fig. 7b and Fig. 7c, the radial compression increases and then decreases across the
apex-base axis and the time axis. The largest radial compression is observed at mid
ventricular slice of distance 0.4 and at systole frames 10-12. The expansion for upper
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half of the LV from frame 17 to frame 26 is due to the initial frame being captured after
end diastole. The maximum radial compression of 25% is between the outer wall radial
strain of 15-20% in [9] and inner wall radial strain of 35% in [12]. The basal radial
compression of 10% is similar to [9].
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Fig. 7: LV radius and associated radial strain profile.

From Fig. 8a, we observe a downward displacement of vertices along base-apex axis
during pre-systole and an upward displacement during post-systole and the crossing of the
zero line at frame 14. This displacement along base-apex is computed by tracking the
center of base-apex axis and projecting it to the axis at end diastole. Let the length of the
base-apex axis at time t be l (t ) , the longitudinal strain is:
 l (t )  l (t ) l (t ED )  1

(9)

The profile for longitudinal strain in Fig. 8b shows a similar trend along the time axis as
radial strain. There is an increase in longitudinal compression during pre-systole and a
decrease during post-systole with an expansion from frame 18. The maximum range of
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longitudinal compression of 16% is below the 40% reported in [11] but greater than 12%
in [9].
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Fig. 8: LV base-apex displacement and associated longitudinal
strain profile.

The four major phases of ventricular motion [27] are described herein with comparison to
observations from the LV motion reconstruction. In the isovolumic contraction phase,
global counter-clockwise twisting occurs, resulting in bidirectional transient lengthening
and downward displacement of the LV. The initial rotation and lengthening is missed due
to the delay of the initial frame. In preparation for the ejection phase, contraction down
the descending segment occurs with clockwise rotation at the base and counter-clockwise
rotation at the apex and results in longitudinal shortening. Both the twisting and
shortening are observed in Fig. 6b and Fig. 8b from frame 3 to frame 11. This is followed
by the isovolumic relaxation phase, where contraction up the ascending segment occurs
with untwisting of apex, resulting in brisk upward motion of base and lengthening. The
untwisting is seen in Fig. 6b with upward displacement and lengthening in Fig. 8 in
frames 12-18. There is subsequent widening of basal area, eventually transiting to
diastolic filling phase, where rapid clockwise untwisting and widening occurs with rapid
filling of ventricle. The basal widening is observed in Fig. 7b near frames 17-19.
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3.4 Reconstructed LV and Catheter-Heart Interaction
Fig. 9 shows an exemplary intra-cardiac intervention where the catheter is inserted into
the left ventricle via the aortic orifice and touches the inferior lateral wall near the apex.
The interaction of the catheter with the dynamic heart model is simulated using the
reconstructed LV model. As the heart contracts, the contact of the catheter tip remains
while the catheter is deformed within the heart lumen. However, there is more room for
improvement in the FFD technique used to transfer the deformation of the LV to the heart
model and to integrate motions from different heart chambers.

Fig. 9: Simulated interaction of catheter with patient specific heart
model for frames 3-19.

4. Conclusion
The 3D motion of the LV is reconstructed from tMRI scans. A differential surface model
is proposed to track spatial-temporal deformations. The proposed model minimizes the
sum differences of the Laplacian surface and the sum differences of projected and tracked
planar displacements. In this way, the deformation is optimized between the apparent
motions from orthogonal planes while maintaining the surface curvature of the model.
The spatio-temporal tracking produces strains and axial twists from the reconstructed LV
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that are consistent with literature and yet offers a lighter complexity than 4D B-Splines
and FEM models. With the reconstructed 3D motion of LV, we integrate patient specific
motion data into the heart model of the VR simulator.
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